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We investigated the microcontainer shape in electropolymerization of polypyrrole �PPy� on bubbles
using real-time microradiography. We revealed the existence of a “deformation force” at the
three-phase boundary among gas �bubble�, liquid �electrolyte�, and solid �PPy�. As the deformation
force increases, the microcontainer shape gradually changes from spherical to elliptical and then to
cylindrical. The force is proportional to the polymerization rate that is enhanced by the applied
voltage and monomer concentration. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3073861�

Micro- and nanostructures of conducting polymers are
increasingly important in modern technology. They have a
variety of applications in electronics,1 photonics,2 and bio-
medical science3 because of their electrical and optical
properties similar to metals or semiconductors with the ad-
vantage of flexibility, easy processing, and biocompatibility.4

Several types of the micro- and nanostructures such as
particles,5 wires,4 and thin films6 were fabricated for diverse
applications. In particular, microcontainers of conducting
polymers,7–10 because of their structural properties such as
low density and large surface area, are suitable for sensors,
catalysts, microreactors, and drug delivery systems.

In general, microcontainers are fabricated with the hard
template method, a coating process on template particles
�e.g., polystyrene and silica beads�.7,8 This method yields
well-defined shapes but involves complicated and expensive
procedures to synthesize the templates. In addition, the post-
deposition template removal decreases the production yield.

Recently, a template-free approach was proposed to
eliminate the above problems.9,10 H2 bubbles produced by
the electrolysis of water are used as templates instead of hard
particles. This method offers easy formation and removal of
the bubble templates but has limited control of the microcon-
tainer shape, essential for many applications such as drug
delivery11,12 and highly sensitive sensors.13

We investigated the shape of polypyrrole �PPy� micro-
containers fabricated with the bubble template approach us-
ing real-time microradiography with coherent x rays.14–17

The most relevant result for application was the detection of
a “deformation force” at the three-phase boundary among
gas �bubble�, liquid �electrolyte�, and solid �PPy�. In fact, by
increasing the polymerization rate, the said force increases,
inducing a shape change from spherical to elliptical and then
to cylindrical.

The fabrication of PPy microcontainers by polymeriza-
tion on H2 bubbles was implemented at room temperature
using 0.05M –0.5M pyrrole and 0.5M 2-naphthalenesulfonic
acid ��-NSA� in aqueous solution. Platinum-coated silicon
wafers placed 0.5 cm apart were used as electrodes. The

microradiology observations were performed at the “7B2
X-ray Microscopy” beamline of the Pohang Light Source
�PLS�, Korea,18 in a specially designed miniature solution
bath machined from a Teflon block and sealed with Kapton
films that were x-ray transparent and stable for most chemi-
cal reaction. The distance between the two cell windows was
optimized to �5 mm to avoid unnecessary x-ray absorption
by the electrolyte. Field emission scanning electron micros-
copy �FE-SEM� �JEOL JSM6330F� was used to study the
microscopic characteristics of the grown structures. For
FE-SEM, the sample was cleaned using de-ionized water.

Figure 1 shows a series of real-time microradiographs,
illustrating the PPy electropolymerization on a H2 bubble
with 0.5M pyrrole. Quite remarkably, microradiography with
coherent x rays enabled us to visualize not only the bubble
but also the electropolymerized PPy on it. Figure 1�a� shows
the H2 bubble generated by the electrolysis of water on the
working electrode with a negative bias of −1.0 V. Real-time
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FIG. 1. Real-time coherent x-ray microradiographs showing the PPy elec-
tropolymerization on a H2 bubble in a 0.5M pyrrole and 0.5M �-NSA aque-
ous solution. �a� Hydrogen bubble formed by decomposition of water on the
working electrode negatively biased at �1.0 V. ��b�–�f�� Electropolymeriza-
tion on the bubble for a 2.5 V positive bias at �b� 6 s, �c� 15 s, �d� 30 s, �e�
38 s, and �f� 40 s. Note that the bubble is constrained at the three-phase
boundary �white arrow� among the gas, the liquid, and the PPy solid.
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microradiography enabled us to accurately control the bubble
size; for example, �200 �m bubbles were obtained by ap-
plying the negative potential to the working electrode for 3 s
�Fig. 1�a��. Then, PPy electropolymerization was obtained
with a positive 2.5 V bias as shown in Figs. 1�b�–1�f�. The
continuous growth of PPy on the bubble can be detected
from the wrinkled bubble surface �the columnar structures on
the working electrode are from the PPy film directly depos-
ited on it and not related to the microcontainer�. The bottom
part of the PPy structure, which is connected to the electrode,
is, however, open at the bottom side.

The shape of the PPy structure, initially growing on the
spherical bubble, gradually deviates from the sphericity fi-
nally changing to elliptical while the liquid-gas interface re-
mains spherical. The curvature of the liquid-gas interface
continuously increases during the PPy growth. The flat top of
the grown PPy structure in Fig. 1�f� is due to the bubble
shrinkage caused by the enhanced Laplace pressure on the
top liquid-gas interface region with a high curvature �Fig.
1�e�� in the late stages of the process.19 Interestingly, the

bubble is constrained at the three-phase boundary �white ar-
row� among the gas, the liquid, and the PPy solid.

In order to understand the phenomena and in particular
the shape changes, we considered the force balance �illus-
trated in Fig. 2�a�� for the grown structure in Fig. 1�c�. We
derived the existence of a deformation force Fd countering
the gas-liquid and the gas-solid surface tensions �gl and �gs
that causes the bubble to deform at the three-phase boundary

Fd = ��gl
2 + �gs

2 + 2�gl�gs cos ��1/2. �1�

Assuming �gl��gs,
20,21 the deformation force can be simply

derived from �,

Fd/��gl�gs�1/2 � �2 + 2 cos ��1/2. �2�

The � values measured from the images in Fig. 1 yielded the
deformation force plotted as a function of the growth time in
Fig. 2�b�. After an initial gradual increase, the force saturates
to a constant value Fd

� �the force balance disappears in the
last stage of growth ��38 s� due to the bubble shrinkage
�Fig. 1�f���. Note that the evolution of the deformation force
matches well with that of the polymerization rate �Fig. 2�c��,
estimated by measuring the thickness of the grown structure
in the images in Fig. 1. This indicates that the deformation
force is proportional to the polymerization rate. The initial
increase in the polymerization rate due to a charge transfer
reaction induces the initial increase in the deformation force,
which in turn corresponds to the gradual shape change from
spherical to elliptical. An elliptical shape is maintained dur-
ing the saturation period, corresponding to a constant poly-
merization rate due to a diffusion-controlled reaction.22

These experimental observations led us to a method for
controlling the shape of the grown PPy structure by tuning
the deformation force. Because of its proportionality to the
polymerization rate, the force can be changed by adjusting
electrochemical parameters such as the applied voltage and

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Schematic diagram of the force balance among
Fd, �gl, and �gs at the three-phase boundary for the grown structure in Fig.
1�c�. �b� Plot of Fd / ��gl�gs�1/2 as a function of the growth time. �c� Plot of
the polymerization rate as a function of the growth time. The changes in the
deformation force match those of the polymerization rate, suggesting a lin-
ear relation between these two quantities.

FIG. 3. �Color online� FE-SEM images of PPy structures grown with a bias
of �a� 1.5 V �sphere�, �b� 2.5 V �ellipse�, and �c� 3.0 V �cylinder� �scale bar:
50 �m�. �d� Plot of Fd

� / ��gl�gs�1/2 as a function of the polymerization rate
that is controlled by changing the applied voltage �open circles� in 0.5M
pyrrole or by changing the monomer concentration �closed dots� with a bias
of 2.0 V.
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the monomer concentration. Indeed the shape of the grown
structure changes from spherical �Fig. 3�a�� to elliptical �Fig.
3�b�� and then to cylindrical �Fig. 3�c�� as the bias increases
from 1.5 to 2.5 and then to 3.0 V for 0.5M pyrrole. These
shape changes can be explained by the increase in the defor-
mation force with bias. Figure 3�d� shows that the increases
in the bias or in the monomer concentration augment the
polymerization rate and the deformation force.

In summary, we conceived and tested a simple but effec-
tive approach to modulate the shape of microcontainers fab-
ricated on bubbles by electropolymerization. This approach
can be implemented for many other cases of template-free
fabrication.

This work was supported by the Creative Research Ini-
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